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Who we are!
• Voth Group (PI Prof. Gregory A. Voth):!

• University of Chicago!

• Dept. of Chemistry!

• Computation Institute!

•  James Franck Institute!

•  Institute for Biophysical Dynamics!

• …!



What we do!
• Condensed matter theory / modeling / simulation …!

•  Biomolecular systems!
•  Energy storage!

•  Algorithmic design / development!
•  Enhanced sampling!
•  Parallel simulation software!

• Computer simulations!
•  Quantum!
•  Atomic resolution!
•  “Coarse-grained” (CG)!
•  Mesoscopic particle techniques!



Current work on Blue Waters!

• Viral systems!
• HIV-1 immature lattice self-assembly, viral “budding”!
•  RNA-driven nucleation and growth of the viral capsid!
• Cleavable models of Gag protein!

• Membrane / protein systems!
•  Integrin dynamics, focal adhesion complexes!
•  BAR domains and membrane remodelling!

• Complement “conventional” experimental techniques!



Why Blue Waters?!
• Critical for developing our software & algorithms!
•  Custom parallel simulation code for CG models!
•  Highly dynamic CG molecular representations!
•  Developed under a Blue Waters PRAC sub-award, in collaboration 

with Blue Waters technical staff!

resolution (19). For computation we have used the EMAN (31) and BSOFT

(32) software packages, as well as software developed by one of the members

of our research team (S.L.). The resolution was assessed by cutting the FSC

curves with thresholds corresponding to five-times the correlation noise (33).
The second method was to measure the thickness of the unit-membrane

pattern (18). We used individual planes selected from three refined three-

dimensional maps where the pattern was visible throughout the volume. For

each map, we selected five planes and in each plane we performed 10–15
measurements using the measuring editor of the Amira package. Since there

was significant variability in the distribution of the densities comprising the

pattern, we measured regions of the plasma and vesicular membrane where
the dense layers appeared equivalent. In these regions, we measured the

distance between the centers of the layers (18). This method eliminated

the bias in selecting the boundaries of the dense layers. By comparing the

resolution between both methods, we have estimated that the resolution of
the conical tomographic reconstructions was 3–4 nm (18).

Quantifications

Using the Amira or ImageJ software packages, we measured the length of the

active zones in all reconstructions in which they were located (13 out of 19)

by measuring the length of a curve line corresponding to the length of thick
density in the postsynaptic terminal (densities colored green, Fig. 1 B). The
area of the active zone was calculated bymultiplying this length by its thickness

estimated from the number of planes in the reconstruction (each plane was

.82 nm and the average thickness of the thin sections was 476 15 nm). Only
vesicles the centers of which were contained in the reconstructed volume

were included in the count. The total number of vesicles was obtained by

examining individual planes comprising the reconstruction to insure that all

vesicles were included and none counted twice. The number of docked
vesicles was designated as the subset of the total number of vesicles that

were in direct contact or located at,15 nm from the membrane of the active

zone. The number of hemi-fused vesicles corresponds to the subset of

docked vesicles where the area of contact with the active zone was com-
prised of a single unit membrane and measured;6 nm in overall thickness.

RESULTS

Using conical electron tomography (18,19), we reconstructed
chemical synapses from the rat frontal association and motor
neocortex prepared for thin sectioning electron microscopy.
Key advantages of conical tomography include: 1), elimina-
tion of artifacts induced by projecting the entire thickness of
the thin section onto a single plane (the projection-artifact);
2), isotropic in-plane resolution (3–4 nm)—approximately two
orders-of-magnitude higher than that achieved by opticalmeth-
ods; 3), high throughput; and 4), elimination of the need to im-
pose symmetry or use averaging methods to increase signal/
noise ratios.
Of the 19 synapses reconstructed, 13maps contained active

zones. These three-dimensional maps were studied by ren-
dering their entire volume (;0.1 mm3) (Fig. 1 A), by visu-
alizing their individual planes (Figs. 2; 3, D–F; 4, D–F; and
6, A–C), and by segmenting the volumes of plasma mem-
branes and hemi-fused as well as fully fused vesicles (Figs.
1 B; 3, A–C; 4, A–C; and 5). These visualization methods
showed that the presynaptic terminal contained the charac-
teristic vesicles described in previous studies of chemical
synapses using conventional thin section electron micros-
copy (34–36). These synaptic vesicles were clustered at the

FIGURE 1 Three-dimensional map of a synapse visualized by volumetric
rendering and density segmentation. (A) The synapse is comprised of a

presynaptic (upper half) and a postsynaptic (lower half) terminal. Spherical

profiles of different diameters represent the membranous organelles in the

presynaptic terminal. The synaptic vesicles appear as small spheres that
cluster at the active zone, which itself faces a layer of density associated with

the postsynaptic plasma membrane. Other membrane-bound organelles

include a group of three coated vesicles, a coated pit (lower right side) and a
large endosome with vesicles inside the lumen (upper right corner). Docked
synaptic vesicles are closest to the membrane of the active zone. This

reconstruction has six docked vesicles. The rectangle at the center of the

panel encloses the volume of the docked vesicle that is shown in Fig. 2. The
inset shows an individual plane of another docked vesicle. To underscore

the closeness of the region of contact, the vesicle was colored red and the

plasma membrane white. The volume of the reconstruction was ;0.1 mm3

and the resolution, estimated from the unit-membrane pattern, ;4 nm. (B)
The densities of two of the different membranous organelles were extracted

(segmented) and reconstructed independently (color-coded). The parallel

white bands represent the pre- and postsynaptic plasma membranes

separated by the extracellular space. The thick brown layer associated to
the plasma membrane represents the postsynaptic densities that define the

active zone in the presynaptic terminal. The three orange particles associated

to the plasma membrane between the vesicles belong to the presynaptic

web (49–51). Depending on their distance to the active zone, the synaptic
vesicles were located at;15 nm from the active zone (docked and in red) or
deeper within the terminal (in blue). (Note that the viewing angle induces

the illusion that some of the red vesicles seem farther from the active zone
while some of the blue vesicles seem closer than the 50-nm separation.) The

organelles colored yellow outside the active zone include a coated pit, three

coated vesicles, and a large endosome with vesicles in its lumen. The

distinctive structure in conjunction with its location outside the active zone
allowed us to identify these profiles as unambiguously belonging to classical

clathrin-related retrieval apparatuses. Bar: 265 nm.

2912 Zampighi et al.

Biophysical Journal 91(8) 2910–2918
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Load balance: SFCs! Sparse data techniques! Large-scale systems!



Coarse-grained (CG) models!
• Remove degrees of freedom!!

•  Highly coarse grained solvent free model"
•  Coarse grained solvent free model"
•  Atomistic solvent free model"
•  Atomistic model with solvent" “Full” atomic 

resolution !

CG!

Dama et al, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 2013, 9, 2466-2480!



Coarse-grained (CG) models!

CANTD	

CACTD	

SP1	

RNA	

Wright et al, EMBO J. 26 (2007)!

Viral particle: 
“virion”!

Radial array of Gag molecules, 
containing several protein domains!



Coarse-grained (CG) models!

Structural	ENM	Experimental	data	
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Example: HIV capsid protein self-
assembly!

Virion maturation

Immature virion releaseVirion assembly
and budding

Fusion with
cell membraneCapsid

uncoating

Viral RNA is
replicated by

the infected cell

Gag polyprotein
and other

virion components
are generated by
the infected cell

Ganser-Pornillos	et	al,	Curr.	O
p.	Struct.	Biol.	2008,	18:203	
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Pornillos	et	al,	2011	

HIV-1 “maturation”: no capsid formation, no viral infection!
All-atom	CA	dimer	

CG	CA	dimer	
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Top!

Bottom!

Side!

Grime et al, Nature Communications (2016)!
(only aggregated protein shown!)!



Triangles appear! Formed 
from three protein dimers 

(red, blue, green)!

Dimers add to existing 
triangle, eventually forming a 

stable hexagon (green)!



Virion assembly
and budding

Relatively high solution [CA] inside a virion: fusion with cell is effectively 
a rapid dilution in the new environment. How might this affect stability of 
self-assembled structures, like the viral capsid?!

High “free” CA 
concentration! Low “free” CA 

concentration!

Grime et al, Nature Communications (2016)!



Structures with exposed edges appear less stable: protein dissolves 
from the edges of the lattice under conditions of rapid dilution!

Grime et al, Nature Communications (2016)!



Structures with sealed edges appear more stable under rapid dilution: 
relevant for cellular defense mechanisms (e.g. TRIM restriction)!

Grime et al, Nature Communications (2016)!



Final words!
• Thanks to:!

•  Our experimental collaborators, including:!
•  Grant Jensen (Cal Tech)!
•  Mark Yeager (U Virginia)!
•  Owen Pornillos (U Virginia)!
•  Barbie Ganser-Pornillos (U Virginia)!

•  NSF (naturally!)!

•  Blue Waters support staff: Robert Brunner, Greg Bauer!

•  Voth Group members!




